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Our primary aim is to “build” versions of generalised Gaussian processes from simple, elemen- 
tary components in such a way that as many as possible of the esoteric properties of these elusive 
objects become intuitive. For generalised Gaussian processes, or fields, indexed by smooth 
functions or measures on Rd, our building blocks will be simple Markov processes whose state 
space is Rd. Roughly speaking, by summing functions of the local times of the Markov processes 
we shall, via a central limit theorem type of result, obtain the Gaussian field. 
This central limit result, together with related results indicating how additive functionals of the 
Markov processes generate additive functionals of the fields, yield considerable insight into 
properties of generalised Gaussian processes such as Markovianess, self-similarity, “locality” of 
functionals, etc. 
Although the paper is comprised primarily of new results, and despite the fact that the subject 
matter is somewhat esoteric, our aims are primarily didactic and expository-we want to try to 
initiate the uninitiated into some of the mysteries of generalised processes via an easily understood 
model. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: Primary 60G15, 60G60; Secondary 60G20, 81ElO. 
random fields * Euclidean quantum fields * Markov processes * additive functionals * central 
limit theorem * Markov property for fields * Wick powers 
1. Introduction 
This paper is about generalised Gaussian processes and some of their properties, 
or, to be more precise, it is about a way to think about these things without becoming 
too confused. Generalised Gaussian processes can be succinctly defined as isometric 
mappings from a Sobolev space to a space of Gaussian variables, and virtually all 
their interesting properties can be stated in terms of the associated Fock space. 
While such definitions and statements are both neat and precise they do nothing to 
help the non-expert understand what these rather esoteric objects are. Our plan is 
to write for the novice-we shall start at a point which seems to us to be a natural 
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beginning, and follow a natural sequence of observations and constructions that 
will ultimately show Sobolev and Fock spaces, along with much that goes with 
them, in a fashion that is intuitive for anyone who knows what a Markov process 
and a central limit theorem (CLT) are. 
Since generalised Gaussian processes and all that goes with them are actually a 
part of Mathematical Physics (they are “just” Euclidean quantum fields, but we 
shall take up this point later), and, as such, are supposed to describe the behaviour 
of elementary particles, let us start by watching such a particle. In fact, let us take 
N > 0 such particles, each one of which, at some common and fixed point of time, 
“pops” into existence and then proceeds to wander about space, which we take to 
be Rd, d 2 2. Assume the “birthplaces” of these N particles, x, , . . , xN are distributed 
randomly in Rd according to some law, and that the particles execute Markov 
motions through Rd, described by N independent Markov processes X,(t), . . . , 
X,(f), t > 0. To make our story sound more like Physics, we shall also assume that 
each of these particles begins its life with a charge ai, where P(ai = +l) = 
P(a, = -1) =$. The charges of different particles are assumed independent. 
To complete the story, suppose that at time t the original unit charge has dissipated 
by a factor of e-‘, and that as each particles performs its Markov motion through 
Rd it leaves each point it hits with a charge equal to its own charge at the time of 
hitting (i.e. o e-‘). What we, as amateur physicists, would like to know is what does 
the charge distribution throughout Rd look like after all our particles have decayed 
to inconsequentiality. Clearly, as probabilists, we shall only be interested in the 
N + ~0 limit of this question ! 
Considering only one such particle for the moment, it is clear that the key to 
solving our problem must lie in the definition of some sort of weighted local time, 
a random function L,(X) that would measure the amount of time the path X(f), 
t > 0, spends at the point x E Rd, weighted by its charge when visiting. That is, we 
would like to make sense of the equation 
J 
m 
L(X) = e-'6(X(r)-x) df, 
0 
(1.1) 
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. For the moment let us take (1.1) at face value, 
even though, as we shall see later, it has no fully rigourous meaning. Then our 
problem reduces to studying the behaviour of the sum 
&(x):= N-r’* ; a,L,(Xk) 
k=l 
as N + ~0. If there are enough moments about (and we shall ensure that there are) 
then the independence of the Xk should, with a standard CLT, ensure that the @N 
converge to a Gaussian random field on Rd. This would be a first step towards 
solving our problem. (But only a first step, since, as amateur physicists, we would 
also like to know something about how particles interact. So far, nothing in our 
model allows for interaction.) 
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Unfortunately, this simple minded approach has one basic flaw in it-the integral 
in (1.1) does not generally exist. Probabilistically this is because most Markov 
processes (e.g. Brownian motion) do not hit points in Rd, d 2 2, with non-zero 
probability. (In terms of the physics of the limit random field this turns out to be 
related to such elegant concepts as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle!). To get 
around this difficulty, we note that instead of asking how much weighted time each 
particle spends at a given point, we could ask about the time it spends in some 
small set A. Writing lA for the indicator function of A, this would lead us to a 
weighted occupation measure which we could denote by 
I 
00 
LA(X) = L(lA; X):= e-‘1,(X(r)) dt. (1.2) 
0 
There is no question that this object exists without anything but the mildest measura- 
bility conditions on X. Of course, if (1.1) were justifiable, then we would have 
L(lA; X) = 
I 
L,(X) dx = l,(x)L(X) dx. 
A I Wd 
Freely generalising these equivalences, let us now take f to be any “nice” (we 
shall be more specific later) function on Rd, and consider a time and space weighted 
local time of the form 
L(f; X) := I Rd f(x)L(X) dx. (1.3) 
With f an indicator function we recover the well-defined (1.2). With f a delta 
function we recover the ill-defined (1.1). With f belonging to just the right class of 
functions (Schwartz or Sobolev space-but wait for details) (1.3) can be shown to 
make perfect sense. Another way to write (1.3) is to notice that if, in fact, Lx existed, 
then we would have 
I 
a? 
L(f; X) = e-lf(X( t)) dr. (1.4) 
0 
In this formulation L(f; X) is certainly well-defined with only minimal assumptions 
on 1: Nevertheless, (1.4) is undesirable for two reasons. Firstly, it does not generalise 
easily to the measure-indexed local times we shall consider in a moment, and, 
secondly, it does not have the intuitive appeal of (1.3). 
If, in (1.3), we think off as being a weighting function for the point indexed 
local time, then it is only a small step to think of weighting by measures. That is, 
if p is a nice measure on Rd then we can make sense of the weighted local time 
L(p, X) which we write, symbolically, as 
L(p; X) := I Wd LW)p(dx). 
Again, although L, may not exist, it is possible to make sense out of L(p, X). 
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Returning now to our CLT, it is clear that the sums we should really be working 
with are either 
%(f):= N-“’ kf, aJ(J; X,1 (1.5) 
01 
c&(p) := N-“’ ; (+kUP, Xk). 
k=l 
(1.6) 
The limits of these sums will be Gaussian variables parameterised, as we vary the 
weights S and F, by either a family of functions or a family of measures. The 
Gaussian processes thus obtained will be the generalised Gaussian processes that 
we mentioned in our opening sentence, and the CLT described will be our tool for 
studying them. This, however, does not represent the end of our task, for we have 
not yet found a way to describe interactions between particles. 
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider for the moment only a very simple type 
of interaction. Recall that as each of our particles passes a point x E IWd it leaves 
behind a charge u e-‘, where t is the time at which it hits x. Suppose another particle 
hits x at time s, leaving behind its charge, and that charge behaves in a multiplicative 
fashion (a highly unrealistic assumption, but we are only amateur physicists). That 
is, the charge left at x from the interaction of X, and Xj hitting at times & and 5, 
respectively, is aigj e-(‘,+‘I). Consequently, if we are interested in the total interaction 
charge at x then we must study a new intersection local time of the form 
02 m 
L,(X,, Xj) := 
II 
e-‘8(Xi(t)-X) e-“8(Xj(s)-x) dt ds. (1.7) 
0 0 
Of course, if (1.1) with its single delta function does not exist, then afortiori, neither 
will this new intersection local time. Nevertheless, we can proceed much as before, 
firstly replacing the delta function in (1.7) with the indicator function of some set, 
and then with a general function or measure, to ultimately suggest a weighted 
intersection local time which could be symbolically written as 
L( p; xi, X,) := J u-4“ L(Xi, X,)p(dx). (1.8) 
Working somewhat harder than we have in the above argument, we shall see later 
that the left hand side of (1.8) can be given a rigourous meaning. 
With a notion of intersection strength (between two particles at a time) now 
defined, we could hope to study a total intersection process by looking at the sum 
!J’,(/J-) := N-’ 1 ~ri~jL(p; Xi, Xj), (1.9) 
the sum being over all i<j, i, j = 1,. . . , N. As probabilists we would now like to 
send N + 00 in this expression. It is clear that no simple CLT will work here, since 
the summands in (1.9) are dependent. Nevertheless, one could hope that since 
looking at the local times of the Markov paths themselves lead us to a generalised 
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Gaussian process, then looking at a functional of these paths (their intersections) 
should lead us to a functional of the Gaussian limit. In fact, this is precisely what 
happens, and (1.9) converges to what is known as the Wick square of the basic 
Gaussian limit. The Wick square lives in the first interesting part of Fock space, 
and so we shall now have a way of thinking about generalised Gaussian processes 
and their Fock spaces in terms of simple Markov particles. This is precisely what 
we are after! 
Before we can go any further, we are going to have to start making the above 
picture somewhat more precise by defining our terms more carefully. In the following 
section we shall therefore collect some information on Markov processes and their 
additive functionals. (Both the local times L(p; Xi) and L(p; Xi, Xi) are additive 
functionals.) In Section 3 we shall do the same for generalised Gaussian processes 
and their additive functionals (e.g. Wick squares). In Section 4 we shall then be 
able to continue where the introduction leaves off, by properly formulating general 
limit theorems of both moment and weak convergence types that allow us to describe 
Gaussian processes and their additive functionals via Markov processes and their 
functionals. Following this, we consider the insights that these results lead to in 
Sections 5 and 6. 
The casual reader can then stop, for the harder work starts in Section 7 with 
proofs of the moment limit theorems of Section 4. (This is not too hard.) In order 
to prove the weak convergence results in their full generality we need to know a 
little more about the multiple Ito-Wiener integrals that describe Fock space than 
what is given in Section 3. Section 8 provides this, along with the final proof, which 
is also not too hard, given that everything has been carefully set up for it. Some 
closing comments are made in the concluding Section 9. 
Before commencing, however, we have some general historic comments and some 
acknowledgements to make. Our program of viewing Gaussian fields from a Markov 
outlook is not new. The fields that we shall consider are known to mathematical 
physicists as Euclidean quantum fields, and are imaginary time versions of relativistic 
quantum fields. As such they have been studied extensively. Furthermore, it has 
long been known that they are related to Markov processes, the seminal work in 
this area being due to Symanzik (1969). This approach has been taken up and 
developed at length in a program of Dynkin’s (1980, 1983, 1984a, b, for example) 
to relate Gaussian and Markov processes. However, throughout all these projects 
there is no attempt to tie in the Gaussian and Markov processes via a physical 
model of the kind described above. The only exception to this is in the work of 
Wolpert (1978a, b), which builds a model very similar to that we have constructed. 
In fact, it was Wolpert’s elegant construction that lead us to the results that follow. 
Our results differ from his in two ways. Firstly, they cover a much wider field of 
models (he deals only with the so-called “free field” and Brownian motion as the 
Markov process), and we deal in considerable more depth with the consequences 
of the model. Secondly, our style of proof is generally quite different, and, we feel, 
much neater. 
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The main contribution of our paper, then, is not so much the introduction of a 
completely new idea but, rather, the development of a way of looking at things and 
an exposition of that way that we hope will be at a level to make it available to a 
wide audience. 
Regarding our audience-since a substantial part of our aim has been didactic 
we have not written this paper for the expert quantum field theorist who already 
has a well-developed intuition about generalised Gaussian processes. (Although we 
do hope that even he may find something of interest here.) Rather we have written 
with the curious novice in mind. In particular, we should point out that most readers 
will find either Section 2 or Section 3 “well known”, although we expect that few 
will feel that way about both. Feel free to skip the section that you already know. 
The paper also turned out much longer than we had ever expected it would. After 
all, our avowed aim has been to produce something readable, and not a forbidding 
treatise. However, after a little practice the reader will learn to separate the interesting 
and important parts from the clumsy and space consuming notations that seem to 
be endemic to this area of Probability, and the reading of it all should go much 
faster than one would expect in the beginning. 
Finally, the acknowledgements. Our debt to Professor Dynkin’s recent work will 
be obvious by the citations to it throughout the paper. What is not obvious is the 
debt we owe him for an inspiring set of lectures that he gave during a visit to Israel 
in 1983 which did much to motivate our work. It is a pleasure to acknowledge that 
debt now. Haya Kaspi spent a substantial amount of time answering a lot of questions 
about Markov processes in the early stages of this work. We could not have managed 
without her. Murad Taqqu helped us to understand parts of Dynkin and Mandel- 
baum (1983) and Mandelbuam and Taqqu (1984). Most of this paper was written 
while both authors were visiting the Center for Stochastic Processes in Chapel Hill. 
The hospitality of the Center and its directors was, as always, gracious and most 
appreciated. It was completed at the University of Washington where Ron Pyke 
made us feel most welcome. 
2. Markov processes and their functionals 
2.1. Markov processes and systems 
The treatment of Markov processes and their functionals given in this section 
comes, essentially, from Dynkin (1981), to which we refer the reader for missing 
detail. 
Let X(t), t 2 0, be a Markov process taking values in lRd, d 2 1. We assume the 
existence of a stationary, symmetric transition density 
Pl(& Y) = PAY, x) (2.1) 
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satisfying jlwd p,(x, y) dy = 1 for all x. For each “initial point” x the “probability 
starting at x” is given by 
while each a-finite initial measure m defines 
P 
P”( .):= J P”(.)ddxL d (2.2) 
which is neither necessarily, nor generally, a probability measure. For 0>0 the 
function 
I 
00 
get4 y):= eee’p,(x, y) dr. 
0 
(2.3) 
is called the Green function for X or p,. To obtain a heuristic feel for the Green 
function, note that, for an arbitrary set A c Rd, 
e-e’p,(x, y)lA(y) dy dt 
I 
00 
= e-e’PX{ X, E A} d t 
0 
=E” e-“1,(X,) dt. 
(2.4) 
But this, with 0 = 1, is the expected value, when X starts at the point x, of the 
weighted occupation measure of (1.2). Replacing lA by a delta function shows that 
g’(x, y) can be interpreted as the expectation of the exponentially weighted local 
time of (l.l), with weighting eee’ rather than e-‘. 
In what follows we shall generally need to consider the Markov system of k > 1 
independent copies X’, . . _ , Xk of X, which we write as a IWdk-valued function on 
W: via 
X(r) := (X’( t’), . . ) Xk( tk)). (2.5) 
For notational convenience, we introduce k-dimensional “transition” and “Green” 
functions as 
Ptb,Y) := i4, Pr’ w, Y’L geb,Y) := fI, gew, Y’), 
with x = (x’, . . . , xk) E Wdk. Note that by (2.1) we always have g’(x, y) = ge(y, x). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall assume that all processes are 
right in the sense of Dynkin (1981). 
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2.6. Additive functionals 
To start with an easy case, let X be a Markov process in [Wd and X a system of 
k independent copies of it. Let b be a positive, bounded, measurable function on 
Rd” and 0 > 0. Then the path integral 
e(r,+“~+‘i.)b(X(r)) dr (2.6) 
defines a family of random variables, indexed by open intervals I c rW:, with the 
following properties: 
(2.7) For every path, the function F8 can be extended to a measure on R:, 
(2.8) For every I, F’(I) is an element of the minimal a-algebra generated by the 
X(r), re4 
(2.9) A shift r + s + t of the path of X induces an analogous shift of the correspond- 
ing measure. 
The fact that we have written the exponential term in (2.6) explicitly, and not as 
part of the function b, is to recall the exponential weakening of the Introduction. 
However, in one form or another, some damping is necessary for the integral to be 
finite. (Even the simple case b = lA would lead to a divergent integral if X is 
neighbourhood recurrent, unless the exponential is included.) Rather than damping 
X, we could leave it untampered until some exponential killing time. This would 
lead to a similar theory and, in terms of the Introduction, would take us closer to 
Wolpert’s model. Purely for reasons of mathematical convenience, we prefer to 
dampen in a continuous fashion. 
Any family with the properties (2.7)-(2.9) is called a homogeneous additive 
functional of X. The class of all such functionals is much larger than that obtained 
by integrals of the form (2.6). In fact, what we shall be most interested in will be 
situations in which b(X(t))“=“8”-‘(X’(t) - X’(t), . . . , X”-‘(t)- X”(r)), with 5”’ 
the Dirac delta function on Rmd. In such a case, the additive functional F” measures 
the set of common points of X’, . . . , Xk, in a sense to become clearer later. 
To extend (2.6), let y, v be measures on Rdk, and introduce the inner products 
(Y, V)B = y(dx)gS(x,y)4dy) I (2.10) 
= y(dx’, . . . , dxk)ge(xl, y’) . * . ge(xk, yk)v(dyl,, . . , dyk). 
Let de*k=&k(ge) d enote the set of all a-finite y for which (-y, Y)~ < ~0. Also, for 
s, reRk write s< r if si < t’ for all i, and if s < r then let (s, r) denote the open 
interval {u: si< ui < t’, i = 1,. . . , k}. Then the following theorem, linking measures 
in ~e,k and additive functionals, is a trivial extension of Dynkin (1981). (Dynkin 
treats the case 8 = 1. The extension to general 0 is immediate.) For notational 
convenience, we write ( r ) for t, 4. . . + tk, and 11 r [I* for tf + * . . + t’,. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let the k components of X be independent copies of a symmetric right 
process with initial measure m = Lebesgue measure. Then to every measure y E JH’,~ 
there corresponds an additive functional Ft of X with the following properties: 
1: There exists a negligible set R, such that, for all w & 0,, Ft( w; (s, t)) is finite 
for all 0 < s < t and is continuous in s and t. 
II: For every positive, Bore1 f: rW: x lWdk + [w, 
E” f(t, X(t))F;(dt) = e-““‘f(r,y)y(dy) dt. (2.11) 
Whereas Theorem 2.1 guarantees us an Ft for each y E AI’,~, one can also go the 
other way. That is, given an additive functional F of X, the so-called spectral measure 
yr defined by 
yr(A) := BE” l,(X(t))F(dt) 
(A c Rdk) defines a measure satisfying (2.11). 
For a measure y E At B,k the corresponding additive functional Ft can be construc- 
ted in one of two ways. If y is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on Rdk , so that y(dx) = b(x) dx with 5 b(x)ge(x, y)b(y) dx dy < cc, then Ft 
can be defined as 
Fz( I) = 
I 
e-““lb(X( r)) dr, ISiR:, 
I 
(2.12) 
so that we return to the form of the simple functional of (2.6). In the general case, 
F: is defined as a limit of path integrals of this form, with the function b being 
densities of smoothed versions of y. To be more precise, for 8 := (6,). . , Sk), let 
such a density be given by 
b$Ax) = I e-e’s’pdx, y)y(dy) BP (2.13) 
so that the smoothed versions of y given by 
y:(dx) = b;.,(x) dx 
satisfy (y-y:, y- yi), +O as 11 S II--) 0. Then if y is finite (i.e. y(Rdk) <co) the 
functionals 
F$(I) := e-el”b$(X(r)) dr (2.14) 
converge, in P’*(P), to the functional Fc of the theorem. If y is not finite, but 
belongs to JU’.~, then there exists a finite measure y’ and a function h such that 
r(dx) = h(x)y’(dx), ykJIPk. (2.15) 
In this case, F: is defined as Ft(dr) = h(X(r))F$(dr). 
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2.~. An example 
To gain some feeling for the above results, and as a precursor to Section 5, we 
consider one example. Take k = d = 2, 0 = 1, and X, and X, independent Brownian 
motions in R*. Then, for x, y E R2, 
g’(x, Y) = 
I 
‘“e-r(2~f)-‘exp(-fIlx-yl121t) 
0 
=c~o(llx-Yll), (2.16) 
where K. is a modified Bessel function and c an uninteresting constant. For compact 
AC R2, take yA to be Lebesgue measure on the two-dimensional set DA in R4 given 
by 
~A={(X,,X~,X~,X~):(X,,X~)EA,(X~,X~)EA.X,=~~,~~=X~}. (2.17) 
Then, since K,(z) decays exponentially fast for large z, and has only a logarithmic 
singularity at z = 0, it is easy to check that ( ‘ya, y,& < co and so YA E .&“2. Thus an 
Fi, satisfying (2.11) exists, and from the form of ?A and (2.11) it is relatively easy 
to see that Fb, charges only those t = (I,, f2) for which X,( t,) = X,( r2) and Xi( ti) E A. 
The integral I FiA(dr) now gives us a candidate for the weighted intersection local 
time of X, and X2 while they are in A. Replacing A by 58’ and ?A by a measure p 
living on DRz and satisfying (p, F), < CO yields 
UPi X1,X2)= J w: F:W 
as a properly defined version of (1.8). 
This intersection local time has a rather curious property that is worth noting. 
The two processes X, and X2 start their lives at two points x,, x2 distributed 
independently, and uniformly, in tR2, and then “loose” their charges at an exponential 
rate. Thus, they are “most likely” to start a long way away from one another, so 
that by the time their paths cross in some set A (presumably also far from x1 and 
x2) one would expect their weighted intersection local time there to be negligible. 
Yet from (2.11) we have 
Em{L(?A; x,, x2)) = 
li R: 
R4 e-“‘YAkb’) dl 
= m(A). 
This expectation is equal to the the area of A, rather than being infinitesimal, as 
“logic” would have required. The flaw in the above logic lies in that the distribution 
of initial points is that of an infinite measure, a fact that should be remembered in 
all that follows. Although throughout most of the paper we shall work freely with 
infinite measures, when it comes to giving results on weak convergence it becomes 
necessary to work in the more familiar Probability setting. The translation of our 
model of a single Markov process on an infinite measure space to an infinity of 
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processes on a probability space is done in Section 4. A reader who feels uncomfort- 
able with infinite measures may like to skip to Section 4.c now for clarification. 
We now have the basic components for the limit theorems discussed in the 
Introduction, and so we turn to a discussion of what will ultimately yield the limit 
process. 
3. Gaussian fields and their functionals 
3.a. Gaussian random jields 
Let g(x, y) be a positive definite function on lQd x IWd. Then, in its simplest form, 
the Gaussian random field with covariance function g is the family of Gaussian 
random variables Q(x), x E Rd with zero mean and covariances 
E{@(x)@(y)) = g(x, Y). (3.1) 
(Note the sequence of ideas-for us the covariance function comes first and the 
random field second.) The random fields that arise in quantum field theory, and 
the interesting ones that arise as the limit processes mentioned in the Introduction, 
correspond to positive definite g with g(x, x) = ~0 for all x E Rd, giving the point 
indexed field Q(x) of (3.1) infinite variance and so leaving it poorly defined. The 
usual way around this is to change the parameter space of @ to a space of functions. 
There are two natural choices. One is yd, the Schwartz space of C” functions that 
decrease at infinity faster than any polynomial. Given a rich enough probability 
space (0, 9, P) the Gaussian field on 9, with covariance kernel g is defined as the 
continuous linear mapping from 9, to the zero mean Gaussian variables in U”(P), 
(with the topology on the latter space being that of convergence in probability), 
such that the covariance between two values of the field is given via the bilinear 
functional 
B,(f, h) = E{@(f)@(h)) = 1 j- f(x)g(x, y)h(y) dx dy. (3.2) 
(If Yp& is the topological dual of 9’,-i.e. the space of generalised functions of 
temperate growth, or, tempered distributions-@( .) can be considered as a 
Y&-valued random variable. Hence the now almost archaic term “generalised 
Gaussian process” used in the Introduction, a term which we now drop in favour 
of “random field”.) 
Clearly, if (3.2) is to make sense, we require B,(f; f) <co for all SE yd, so we 
are limited in our choice of covariance kernels g to those for which this is true. In 
order to allow the definition of fields for arbitrary g, we restrict the parameter space 
to the Sobolev space Y(g) of C” functions of finite norm, where the inner product 
in Y’(g) is given by (L;h), =j jf(x)g(x, y)h(y) dx dy. A Gaussian field on Y(g) is 
defined as for one on yd, with covariance functional (3.2). 
(Note that here B,(L h) = (f, h),, leading to our opening comments about 
Gaussian fields being isometric mappings.) 
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If a point indexed field satisfying (3.1) exists, then we can always create a yd or 
Y(g) indexed version of it by setting 
Q(f) = f(x)@(x) dx, I (3.3) 
and (3.2) will be satisfied. However, function indexed fields satisfying (3.2) often 
exist, even when they cannot be represented in the above form. 
Another way to index random fields is by the family of measures introduced in 
the previous section, i.e. JII’ = &i(g) = {p: (/*, /_L), < OO}, where we had 
(CL, r& := 
II 
p(dx)g(x, Y)v(dY), (3.4) 
for any two Bore1 measures p, V. The corresponding Gaussian field maps J!‘(g) to 
zero mean Gaussian variables with E{@(~)@(V)} = @,v),. As above, if Q(x) exists, 
we have 0(p) = 5 @(x)p(dx). This index set seems to have been initially considered, 
in the context of the problems that will interest us, by Albeverio and Hgegh-Krohn 
(1979), and was then taken up by Dynkin (1980). Since it turns out to be the most 
natural parameter space over which to study the Markov property of random fields 
we shall concentrate on it in the future. However it is important to note that since 
measures in J!‘(g) can be approximated by elements of P’d or P’(g), and vice versa, 
the theories associated with all three parameter spaces are essentially the same 
(except for their Markov properties-for details on this, see Albeverio and Hoegh- 
Krohn (1984) and references therein). 
One example of particular interest is the co-called free field of mass m 2 0, for 
which the covariance kernel is given by 
1 
g&PY)=g&-Y)=(2# (3.5) 
Since g,(x, x) = cc for d 2 2, the free field does not exist pointwise, but since the 
singularities of g,,, are then at worst polynomial, free fields on yd, y(g) or A’(g) 
can be defined. 
The kernel (3.5) can be looked upon in a number of ways. It is the kernel of the 
operator (-d + m2)--l in lRd, a fact important in Euclidean field theory. More 
importantly for us, however, is that it is also the Green function ge of Brownian 
motion in tRd with 8 = m*. This fact provides an example of the link between 
Gaussian fields and Markov processes discussed in the Introduction. 
In fact, if ge is the Green function of a symmetric Markov process X, then it is 
trivial that ge is positive definite, so that exists a .Y’(g”) or &‘(g”) indexed Gaussian 
field with covariance kernel g’. These fields are called the fields associated with X. 
Although not every covariance kernel is also a symmetric Green function, this is so 
often the case that it is worthwhile to study Gaussian fields from the viewpoint of 
Markov processes. 
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36. The spectrum and Wiener-It0 integrals 
For the purposes of this sub-section we shall restrict ourselves to the parameter 
space 9,. We call a random field stationary on Yd if Q(f) g @( T,f) for all f~ Y’, 
and x E Rd, where T’S(y) =_Qy + x). In this case the covariance kernel g of @ must 
have the form g(x, y) = g(x- y), and so we write it as a function on Rd only. 
Furthermore, (see e.g. Major (1981) for details) g has inverse Fourier transform G, 
which is a o-finite measure on lRd satisfying G(A) = G( -A) for all A E Sd and 
I (l+I(hIl)-“G(dh)<co (3.6) 
for some (Y >O (i.e. G is tempered). We also have 
where * denotes Fourier transformation and * complex conjugation. The measure 
G is called the spectral measure of @, and there corresponds to it a random, complex 
valued, spectral process Z = Z,, defined on the same space as 0, such that 
Q(f) = I .h~-%(W, f E 9,. (3.7) 
The importance of this representation for us is that not only does it give a simple 
representation of stationary Gaussian fields on yd, but it also leads to a neat 
characterisation of all their 2” functionals. 
To develop this, we define the Fock space rO (or rd.) of the field @ as the Hilbert 
space of “Fock columns” f = (fo, f,, f2, . . .), where f. is a complex number, fn = 
fn(Al,...,L), n 2 1, complex functions of hi, . . . , A,, E Rd, satisfying 
_ti(Al,.. .,A,)=f~(-A,,...,-A,), (3.8a) 
and such that the norm II f I( admits the expansion 
~~fll'=~~~2+~~,(n!)~'~~~-11/.(~~,...,*.)~2~(d~~)~~~G(d~.)<~. 
(3.8b) 
It is well known (e.g. Major (1981)) that there exists a natural unitary mapping 
(of Hilbert spaces) from r, to P2(P) definable via multiple Wiener-It0 integrals, 
taking f E r, to PJ via 
Sn(A,,..., A,)z,(dA,)...Z,(dA,), (3.9) 
with 11 !?‘, II2 = II f l12. Th e integrals here are with respect to the spectral process of 
(3.7), and do not charge the diagonal A, = A2 = . . * = A,,. 
This mapping distinguishes itself from all other unitary mappings r, + JZ2( P) by 
the fact that the Fock columns with f,,, = 0 for m > n correspond to polynomials 
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p( @(h,), . . , @(h,)), h, E Yd, of degree n in the values of the field. Other important 
properties of this representation will become clearer later. 
3c. Wick powers 
One way to get away from a purely Gaussian theory of random processes while 
at the same time retaining as much as possible of the inherent analytic simplicity 
of this case is to work with simple functions, such as powers, of them. In dealing 
with fields, the corresponding notion is that of a Wick power. For example, if @ is 
defined on 5fd or Y(g) as Q(S) = If(x)@(x) dx, then we would like to define a 
k-th power :Qk: that would act like a pointwise k-th power of 0, i.e. 
:Qk(f): = f(x)Ok(x) dx. 
I 
(3.10) 
Of course, if (3.3) is ill-defined then so, a fortiori, is the above. Nevertheless, there 
are a number of ways of making mathematics out of (3.10). 
The most straightforward would be to consider 
(3.11) 
as a candidate for :@“(f):, where S:, SC,. . . , is a sequence of functions in Yd or 
P’(g) converging in some sense to the delta function at x. Note that this approach 
also works for measure indexed fields. Details of this approach are implicit in 
Dynkin (1984), where an appropriate renormalisation is applied. 
As opposed to the ill-defined (3.10) and the somewhat awkward (3.11), a very 
neat definition of Wick powers comes by identifying k!:Qk(f ): with the coefficient 
of tk in the formal power series expansion of exp[t@(f)-4t2Bg(f; f)]. That is 
e r@(f)-rzBpU/)/2 _ - kEO; :@(f):. (3.12) 
Note that we can replace f here with p to get measure indexed Wick powers. 
Although (3.12) is neat (and useful) it sheds little light on what a Wicks power 
really is. 
Since Wick powers belong to Z2( P) they also have, in the stationary case, a Fock 
space representation in terms of multiple Wiener-It0 integrals. In fact 
:Qk(f):= 
I J * *. j(A,+- . .+A,)Z,(dh,). ’ *Z&d&). (3.13) 
This representation does not carry over easily to either the non-stationary or the 
measure-indexed case. Furthermore, although it is tidy, in no way is it obvious why 
a spectal integral of this form should correspond to the pointwise power (3.10). 
It turns out that Wick powers have a very natural representation in terms of the 
Markov path intersections mentioned in the Introduction, and this sheds light both 
on their structure and their uses, some of which we shall see in Section 5 below. 
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3d. Additive jiinctionals 
The last concept that we shall need for the moment relating to Gaussian fields is 
that of additive functionals. To define these, let do denote the set of all closed 
intervals in Rd of the form [a, b] = {x: ai <xi s bi}, (‘a < b). Let & denote the ring 
of finite unions A, u * . * u A,, of elements of .& with pairwise disjoint interiors, 
i.e. Ai n Aj = cp, i Zj. 
Write .?Z?@ for the a-algebra generated by @, i.e. %‘Q = a{@(f)} if the field is 9, 
or Y(g) indexed, or C&, = u{@(p)} if the field is J!‘(g) indexed. Also, for open 
0 c lRd define C&,, to be the a-algebra generated by 0(f) with suppf~ 0, or Q(p) 
with supp p s 0, as the case may be. Then if to every AE d there corresponds a 
random variable q* E S*(P), measurable with respect to 8@, we call ly: ~2 + T’(P) 
a square integrable functional of @. 
Now, for closed A = lRd, set B @,A = nEpO % @,A’ )where A” is the e-neighbourhood 
of A. Then there are three properties of square integrable functionals that will be 
of interest to us: 
I. Locality. For each A E Sp the random variable WA is measurable with respect 
to BB,,. 
II. Additivity. lYAuB = VA + !Jfys, P-a.s. for all A, B E d with An g = cp. 
III. Stationarity. lyA+x= fixWA, where cX, XE Rd, are the unitary translation 
operators on z*(P) corresponding to the translations U,f(y) =f(y - x) if fE yd 
or Y(g), or to the translations U,p(A)=p(A-x) if PEA’(~). 
The central interest in these three properties lies in the fact that local, additive, 
stationary functionals can be applied, in a relatively simple fashion, to stationary, 
Markov, Gaussian fields to yield stationary, Markov non-Gaussian fields. The 
prescription is merely to change from the Gaussian measure P to a new measure 
exp{ Vud} * f? For details see, for example, Rozanov (1982). 
To study these three properties in the case of stationary Gaussian fields, Dobrushin 
and Kel’bert (1983a, b), noted that since each VA E Y*(P), it must have a Wiener-It0 
integral representation of the form (3.9). If we assume, for no loss of generality, 
that E{ qA} = 0, then we call the Fock column (q;“, qc, . . .) in this representation 
the spectral representation of PA. Dobrushin and Kel’bert showed that it is possible 
to read off the above properties from the spectral representation of V. We shall 
investigate their result in Section 5, via completely different methods, and give it 
an intuitive explanation not linked to the stationary situation. 
We now have (somewhat more than) enough background to look at our first new 
result. 
4. The limit theorems 
4.a. On convergence 
We now return to the setting of the Introduction, with one small change. Let 
(a,%, P) be a measure space rich enough to support the following: 
(a) a Poisson random variable N = NA with mean A > 0, 
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lb) an infinite sequence of independent right Markov processes 
X,(t), X,(r), . . . , t 3 0, taking values in Rd and with common, stationary, symmetric 
transition density, p,(x, y). 
(c) an infinite sequence of independent, symmetric, random variables u, , (T>, . . . , 
taking values +1 and -1. 
The two infinite sequences and N are all independent of one another. 
Fix 0 > 0, and let g’(x, y) be the Green function ofthe Xi. Fix A > 0, takeyE Y’(ge), 
and define 
@T(f):= (e/A)“2 “f’ pi irn e-“f(Xi(f)) dt. (4.1) 
,=I 0 
This is the type of sum we looked at in (1.5) as being equivalent, in that case, to 
the ill-defined sum of intergals of local time. Note that, by varying f in (4.1), @,” 
becomes a random field on Sobolev space. We want to show that this field has, as 
A + ~0, a Gaussian limit. 
There are however, certain difficulties in identifying an appropriate form of 
convergence. In particular, since @,” is defined on an infinite measure space, and 
we shall want a limit defined on a probability space, the usual concept of weak 
convergence is not appropriate. An alternative is to work with vague convergence, 
but even this has some problems. We shall adopt two distinct approaches. Firstly, 
in this subsection, we shall only discuss convergence of moments. Since these will 
be finite (by assumption) for both the Q,“(f) and their limits, this approach is 
natural. In the following subsection we shall treat proper weak convergence, but to 
do so we shall have to change our basic set-up so that all the measure spaces that 
we deal with are probability spaces. 
4.b. Moment limit theorems 
Theorem 4.1. All jinite moments of @,” converge, as A + 00, to the corresponding 
moments of the zero mean Gaussian field on .Y’(g’) with covariance kernel ge. 
Conditions for the finiteness of the moments of 0,” are given in Section 7. 
This result is actually a special case of the more general Theorem 4.2 below, but 
it is worthwhile to state it separately because of its simplicity. (Both will be proven 
in Section 7.) The result is also true if, throughout, we replace the Sobolev space 
9’(g”) by the Schwartz space Yd, and impose the extra condition, on ge, that 
II 
S(x)g’(x, v)f(y) dx dy < cc for all f~ Yd. 
The extension to fields defined on the space of measures AI is not so easy to 
formulate, since we need to work a little harder defining what we mean by @f(p). 
(The Gaussian limit process is easy to identify, however.) To treat the measure case 
we now move to a far more general formulation, although, for reasons that we shall 
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note later, we do not yet want to treat the mosf general formulation. Both allow us 
to consider moment approximations not just for the Markov Xi themselves but also 
for the interactions of k such processes. 
Fix k 2 1, 13 > 0, and consider the set of measures y = y(dx,, . . . , dx,) on Rdk that 
belong to JUICY = A”(g”) and satisfy the symmetry condition 
y(A,, . . .) A/c) = Y(Ai, 9. . .y Aa,) (4.2) 
foreachpermutation(i, ,..., ik)of(l ,..., k), and Ai E Bd. We denote this collection 
by .A,e;kmm or .A,“,,,,,(g”). Note A,“;‘,,,,= Ate*‘. 
By Theorem 2.1, there exists an additive functional Ft corresponding to each 
YE Jtlse;kmm, defined on k of the Xi at a time. From now on, however, we shall be 
interested, as in (4.1), only in the value that the functional takes over the entire 
lifetime of the Xi; i.e. in the notation of Section 2.b we take I = R:. To explicitly 
denote the dependence of F!$ on those k processes, say Xi,, . . . , Xii, on which it is 
defined, we now write 
F; := F;(X,,, . . . , X;,). 
To start, consider the case k = 1, and define 
N(A) 
@z(y) := (O/A)“* 1 (+,F;(X,). 
i=l 
(4.3) 
Then @,” can be considered to be a random field on AZ&,,,, and an analogue of 
Theorem 4.1 holds for it. 
Theorem 4.2. AlIJinite moments of the random field @,” of (4.3) converge, as A + 00, 
to the corresponding moments of the zero mean Gaussianjeld on ,U,“;‘,, with covariance 
kernel ge. 
Thus, between Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we now know how to approximate, in moment 
terms, both function and measure indexed fields via Markov paths. (Note that for 
a P E ~C;lm~ with density f E .Y(g’), we have CD:(~) = @f(f), and both theorems 
identify the same limit random variable.) 
We would now like to approximate elements in the P’* space of a Gaussian field. 
Since our discussion in the previous section relied on the Fock space representation 
of the Y2 space, and this required stationarity of the field, we shall assume for the 
moment that p,(x,y)=p,(x-y), or, equivalently, g”(x,y)=g’(x-y). This implies 
(Blumenthal and Getoor (1968, p. 17)) that the Xi have independent increments. We 
shall lift this condition later, as we shall also do with the following conditions: 
(a) jjf(xh?(x-Y)ftY) dx dY<a for all f E yd, 
(b) ge = C?‘, for some a-finite, symmetric, tempered measure Ge on R”, 
(c) YEJc$rlm has a Fourier transform T which exists as a regular (i.e. non- 
generalised) complex valued function. 
We write the set of y satisfying (c) as *A/u,e;k,,,,. 
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It follows from (a)-(c), and a generalised Parseval-type equality (cf the generalised 
Poisson summation formula of Argabright and Gil de Lamadrid (1972)) that T E R&e, 
where 
x::={f=f(A,, . . , hk), AicRd; IISJ(>x...xG<~ and 
where 
II_wL..~~= J . . . J If(A,, . . . , Ad12GW,) - . . G(dAk). 
Consequently, if we write @* for the stationary zero mean Gaussian field on yd 
with spectral distribution function G*, then the functional 
p:=L@ 
.J J 
. . . ?(A , , . . . , A,)Z,e(dA,) . . . Z,e(dA,) (4.4) 
is, according to Section 3b, well defined as an element of the z2 space of 08. 
Furthermore, there corresponds to y a functional Ft of k independent Xi. The link 
between ‘y, WC and F; is via the sum 
0, N(A)<k, 
Vu,“(y):= 
(e/A)k’2 1. . *c . . vqF;(Xi,, . . .,Xi,L N(A)zk 
(4.5) 
uil 
Isi,<iz<. .<ir=SN(h) 
for which we have 
Theorem 4.3. Under the above conditions, the finite joint moments of the pair 
(@i(f), P:(y)) converge, as A +a, to the corresponding moments of the pair 
(Q”(f), me). 
Remark. Note that, although we have not stated Theorem 4.3 in such terms, by 
varying f over yd and y over *~U/UsB;krn~, we could write the theorem as being about 
convergence of the vector processes (@z(. ), p,“(. )) on Yd X *A/U,e;k,,, to the vector 
process (Qe( *), !I”( e)), with, as before, convergence being in terms of joint 
moments. This extended form of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the 
linearity of all the fields on their respective parameter spaces. Again, conditions for 
the finiteness of the moments discussed in the theorem can be found in Section 7. 
Thus, modulo the present technical restrictions on ge and ‘y, we have found a 
way to represent Gaussain fields via Markov processes, and functionals of the former 
by functionals of the latter, at least as far as moments are concerned. In the following 
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section we shall exploit Theorems 4.1-4.3, along with those of the following subsec- 
tion, to think of Gaussian fields and their functionals in terms of approximating 
sums of functionals of Markov processes. However, because of the restrictions we 
have placed on y, we cannot consider all functionals of either type. Nevertheless, 
the next two lemmas show that we can, via these restricted classes of functionals, 
get arbitrarily close to any functional of interest (in the stationary case). The lemmas 
can be skipped on first reading. 
Lemma 4.1. *.Ae,k symm is everywhere dense in A$&,. 
Lemma 4.2. The set of linear combinations off E Xk Ge with inverse Fourier transform 
in .Ak symm(ge) is everywhere dense in 3&. 
The consequences of these lemmas, which we shall establish in a moment, are 
immediate, for, together with Theorem 4.3, they tell us that any Gaussian field on 
Yd, together with any of its functionals, has an approximation via Markov processes 
(assuming, of course, that the covariance kernel is also the Green function of a 
right Markov process). 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Consider -ye JU$~,,,. We shall build a sequence y6, S = 
(6 1.. . , Sk), with y6 E *At$,,,,, such that -y6 + y as 16 I+ 0. Convergence is in terms 
of the metric defined by (2.10), i.e. via the inner product (. , *)e. 
Firstly note that by a standard truncation argument the finite y E A/UsB;km,,, are dense 
in A?$,,,, and so we may assume y to be finite. Now consider the absolutely 
continuous approximation to y used in constructing additive functionals in Section 
2b and given by 
y,(dx):= b;&) dx 
-e’s’~dx, y)y(dy) dx. 
But b$ E 2”(Rdk), since 
Thus b;,6 has a Fourier transform which is a continuous, non-generalised, function 
and so ys E *.A/UsB;kmm. Furthermore, it is trivial to check that ( ys - y, ys - Y)~ + 0 as 
16 I + 0, so we are done. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let 9’: denote complex Schwartz space, so that f E Ypfi is of 
the form f = f, + if2, f,, fi E 9,. Assume, for the moment, that k = 1, and note that 
2% c Zz(Ge). Then since 9’2 is dense in 2Z2( GO) it is easy to see that 
K&Nn := If E 9;: f*(x) =f(-x)1 
is also dense in %‘&a. Furthermore, since at this point we are only interested in 
Gaussian fields defined on Yd we have (f; fjB <M for all f E Zfd, it also follows that 
9’ d,symm c X&e. Thus, for the case k = 1, it will suffice to show that any f~ 9’&ymm 
can be approximated by a linear combination of Fourier transforms of measures in 
J&,r&?). 
To see this, note that the mapping f +p is an invertible, bicontinuous transforma- 
tion from 9’: to itself. Thus if f E 9’P&symm, then F-If =fE 9$ where F-’ represents 
inverse Fourier transform. Furthermore, f is real, since 
1 zz- 
(27r)d J 
e”“fC(x) dx 
Writing h+ = max( h, 0), h- = -min(h, 0), we have, for f~ .Y&,,,,,,, 
(F-If)(h) = (f(A ))+ - (&A ))- 
with both 7 and f real. To obtain measures, write y/+(dA) =F(A) dA, yf(dA) = 
f(A) dh. If r/’ and 77 are both in &s”;fn,,, then we are done. If not, note that both 
7 and f are continuous and decay at infinity like yd functions, so that each can 
be approximated via sequences {hz}, {hi} of positive yd functions. If {yz}, {yi} 
are the corresponding sequences of measures (i.e. yz’-‘(dh) = h:‘-‘(A) dh) then 
clearly fn := ?i - 7, E YP&symm, the symmetry coming from the fact that the y,, are 
real. Since fn converges to f in the usual norm, we are done. 
The proof for general k > 1 follows by noting that the elements of %‘& x . * * x X&e 
are dense in 2’~~ and that for f E 2%’ GB of the form f(xl, . . . , &) =fl(xl) ’ ’ ’ fk(xk) 
with f;(xi) E X&e we have f=f, . . . fk. The result for k = 1 can then be applied to 
write f as a linear combination of measures in &,“,,,(g”). 
4.~. A new set-up with weak convergence 
Consider now the following set-up, in which n = (n, , . . . , n,), --CO< n, < 00, is a 
multi-index and C, is the d-cube defined by C, ={xgtRd: ni - 1 cxi < n,, i= 
1 , d}. For each i 2 1 we have a probability space (L$, si, Pi) on which is defined: 
‘;a; A n infinity of independent random signs, oi,“, with Pi(oi,n = +l) = 
fi(a;,, = -1) =+, 
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(b) An infinity of independent Markov processes, X+(t), t 3 0, taking values in 
Rd, with common stationary transition density p,(x, y) and Xi,, starting according 
to Lebesgue measure (i.e. the uniform distribution) on C,,. 
Extend infinite product measure on Do, to admit a Poisson random variable 
N = N* with mean A > 0. Note that as opposed to the model we have considered 
so far, all measures here are probability measures, and what we have just described 
is a model for an infinite collection of collections of an infinite number of stochasti- 
tally identical Markov processes distributed uniformly throughout Rd. To save on 
notation, we shall write Xi for the collection {Xi,n, a,,,} of random processes and 
signs. 
We want to define functionals on the 2; analogous to the functionals we have 
previously defined on the Xi. To this end, for f E yd, set 
e-e’fW,,,(t)) dt. (4.6) 
This is almost the same as the sum defining @f(f) at (4.1), except that we now 
have an extra sum over the infinite collection Xi, and that &z is now defined on a 
probability space. It is an easy calculation to see that the first two moments of 6: 
and @,” are identical, primarily since the Green function of the Xi,, and the Xi of 
the previous subsection are the same. 
For y E ~Ys8;km,,, define 
where the functional within the summation is that of Section 2 (modulo the fact 
that each X,,, is now defined on a probability space). It is an easy exercise to check 
that the techniques of Section 2 apply here to establish that (4.7) is well defined as 
an 3’ functional. 
Now define @z(y) exactly as p:(y) is defined at (4.5), merely replacing each 
Xi, there by an Xi,, and deleting the explicit appearance of the random signs; i.e. set 
G:(y):= 
0, N(A)<k 
(8/h)k’2 1. . .c F;@,,, . . . , j&J, N(A) z k. 
Ici,<i2<,..<ikSN(A) 
In Section 8 we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let &t( .) on 9, and $ff( .) on *.Mse;kmm be as defined above, @“( *) 
the zero mean Gaussianjield on 9, with covariance kernel ge, and ??’ the 2” functional 
of Qe defined at (4.4). Then, as A +a, the pair (6:, @z) converge, in the sense of 
weak convergence offinite dimensional distributions, to the pair ( Oe, ?P’). 
This result should be seen as a natural complement to those of the preceding 
subsection. While it is easier, pedagogically, to discuss Gaussian fields in terms of 
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the previous model, as we shall do in the following two sections, Theorems 4.1-4.3 
clearly lack a certain mathematical completeness. Theorem 4.4 provides this, and 
the model on which it is based also helps in the understanding of the previous 
model built on the infinite measure space. 
5. Applications, I 
In this and the following section we return to what originally motivated us- 
obtaining insight into random fields via approximating sums of Markov processes. 
The results range from intuitive, non-rigorous arguments as in our discussion of the 
Markov property of random fields, (which generate no new results) to rigorous 
arguments, such as the discussion of renormalisation in the following section where 
the results are essentially new. We start with what is basically an example for 
Theorem 4.3, the construction of Wick powers. 
5a. Wick powers 
In Section 3c we gave a sequence of equivalent definitions of Wick powers (see 
also Section 8a), including (3.13) which, for f~ .Yd, set 
:@“(f):= *** 
J J 
j(A,+...+A,)z,B(dh,)...Zce(dhk), (5.1) 
for stationary @ with covariance kernel g@. Consider the measure 
y(dx,, . . . , dxk):=f(X,)G(X,-X2). . '6(x,_,-xk)dx, . . . dXk, (5.2) 
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. (Formally y is merely the measure concentrated 
on the diagonal x, =. . . = x, in (R”)k, with density f(xr).) The Fourier transform 
of y is given by 
q(A,,...,A,)= 
J 
e’~“i”lf(xl)s(x,-x,)... 6(xk-t-xk)dxr *..dX, 
= 
J 
eiXzA~f(x) dx 
=j‘(Ar+* * *+Ak). 
Thus, comparing with (5.1), we have 
:@“(f): = 
J J 
. . . ?(A,, . . . , Ak)ZGe(dA,) . . .Z&(dAk), 
which is precisely k! times the ?Pz of (4.4) and Theorem 4.3. 
Consequently, recalling the properties of measures like y discussed in Section 
2c, we have a representation of Wick powers based on intersections of paths of 
Markov particles-the kth power coming from intersections of k particle paths. 
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This representation will work as long as YE *Ju$“,,. Clearly, it is only the 
integrability of y that is of importance here. If our particles execute Brownian 
motion, so that the limit Gaussian process is the free field of Section 3a, it is easy 
to check that 
d = 2 =+ y E *.MlUsB;km,,, for all k, (5.3) 
d =3 + y~*&/U,B;km,,, only for k= 1,2, (5.4) 
ds4 + -y~*~U/tl,B;km~ only for k=l. (5.5) 
That is, this technique would seem to work only in very restricted cases. These 
are precisely the cases in which k independent Brownian motions in IWd have 
intersecting paths (cf. Dvoretsky et al. (1954).) 
Nevertheless, if we recall that Gaussian fields also go, in Physics, under the name 
of Euclidean quantum fields, then we can verify (e.g. Glimm and Jaffe (1982)) that 
Euclidean field theory turns out to be interesting only in the cases in which our 
limit theorem applies to Wick powers, so we have not done too badly. 
Before leaving this example, we note that it is essentially this problem with d = 2 
and X = Brownian motion that the two papers of Wolpert (1978a, b) are dedicated 
to. For more information on the functionals related to Ft with y given by (5.2) 
withf= lA, see the papers on intersection local time by Geman, Horowitz and Rosen 
(1984) and Rosen (1987). For more serious applications of this to Physics, see 
Aizenmann (1982). The original idea of using intersection local time to study Wick 
powers comes from the seminal paper of Symanzik (1969). 
Sb. Functionals of Gaussian jields 
In Section 3d we introduced the notion of functionals of Gaussian fields, along 
with three possible properties: additivity, locality, and stationarity. Dobrushin and 
Kel’bert (1983a, b) studied these from the point of view of Fock space, which they 
used to write a general functional via its spectral representation. Consider the k-th 
term in such a representation, tYc, defined by 
(5.6) 
To study the properties of tYt as A varies over unions of rectangles, &, let ?rk be 
the natural embedding of the space XL into the space Y&k of generalised functions 
and define the mapping iik : sd+ ybk by 
%(A) = ~k<d>. 
Then Dobrushin and Kel’bert have shown the following: 
I: pk is additive iff iik is additive, in the sense that 
~k(AlUAZ)=iik(A,)+7jk(AZ), 
for disjoint A,, A2 E s8. 
(5.7) 
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II: Pk is local and additive iff 7Tk is additive and diagonal, in the sense that 
supp F-‘(f,(A)) E diag A” := {(x,, . . . , xk): x, =. . . = xk E A}, 
where F-‘, as before, represents inverse Fourier transform. 
III: Pk is stationary iff F-‘iik is invariant in the sense that 
(5.8) 
O,+*(f) = OA( U,f), (5.9) 
where 0, E Y’Lk is given by F-Iii,(A), f~ .sPdk, x E diag(Rd)‘, and U, is the shift 
operator of Section 3d. 
Note two things. Firstly, since everything is based on the Fock space representa- 
tion, the above results are valid only when the underlying Gaussain field is itself 
stationary. Secondly, although these results are precise, they have little intuitive 
appeal. In particular, we ask, why should the inverse Fourier transform of the kernel 
(cl;f figure so prominently in the conditions? The answer to this is clear once we 
approach the problem from the viewpoint of approximating fields and functionals 
by Markov paths. 
We now need to assume that the underlying field has covariance kernel g’, which, 
as usual is a Green function. Consider the sum P’,“(y) of (4.5) with y = yt, where 
?f = &. (Note, to ensure that $t has an inverse Fourier transform in *A$&,,, as 
y;f must be, we really need to assume this. However, since Lemma 4.2 implies that 
such + are dense in X&, we lose no real loss of generality by tacitly doing so.) By 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, 1yt is well approximated by either !Pz(yi;\) or its counterpart 
in Section 4.c. 
In either case, the first thing we note is that the measures -y;f now become the 
natural parameters of the problem, and so one can see where the inverse Fourier 
transforms of (5.8) and (5.9) might come from. In fact, even (5.7) could be written 
in terms of inverse Fourier transforms, since it is clearly equivalent to 
F-‘ijk(AI u AZ) = F-‘ii( F- ‘%(A>). (5.10) 
Secondly, since F-‘+&(A) = rf, and the rt and Fe Y;’ are easy to understand, some 
intuition may now be forthcoming. We develop this intuition by studying additivity, 
locality, and stationarity not for the functional P: of the Gaussian field, but for 
the functional lyt( yt) of the Markov processes which ultimately converges to rY;f. 
Note that although we could rederive the results of Dobrushin and Kel’bert this 
way, our aim is really only to provide a way of understanding them. 
a. Additivity. It is immediate from the definition of !Pi(y,“) and Ft: that the 
former is additive. In fact, our construction has always been such that we can build 
only additive functionals, since 7: is required, a priori, to be a measure. Condition 
(5.7) (or (5.10)) simply allows our construction to be started. 
b. Locality. Here we shall have to define a slightly amended definition of locality 
more suited to the Markov path setting. For any open 0 = Rd, we let B0 denote 
the a-algebra generated by the Xi while they take values in 0. This notion, which 
we shall call the excursion a-jield, can be made precise. (See, for example Jacobs 
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(1978), Kaspi (1985)). We now define locality as in Section 3d, but with respect to 
these u-algebras. 
Assume (5.8), i.e. supp rfc diag A’;. It is then clear from the definition of the 
Ft; that they, and so q,“(r;‘), are local in the new sense. Furthermore, it is easy 
to see that this follows from supp rf c A”, the additional restriction to the diagonal 
being seemingly superfluous. This restriction arises in a natural fashion from the 
additivity of lyf, as in Dobrushin and Kel’bert (1983a). Using, then, what we know 
about functionals of Markov processes, we see that the diagonality condition implies 
that the k-th order functional of the Gaussian field is approximated by a functional 
built on the intersections of k particles at a time. This is the full import of (5.8). 
Thus, with sufficient motivation, we could build an approximation to the whole 
of Fock space, the k-th part of this based on functionals of k particles. The reader 
familiar with quantum field theory will see an extremely pleasant semantic coin- 
cidence here, for the quantum theory of k interacting particles is also the theory of 
the k-th part of Fock space. Needless to say, our particles and those of quantum 
field theory have no physical link-semantically however, the coincidence is 
intriguing. 
c. Stationarity. From their construction the functionals lyI( rf) are stationary in 
the sense that 
(5.11) 
,. 
where U, is the unitary translation operator on the 2” space of the Markov processes 
corresponding to shifting all starting points of the paths by -x, and U, is defined by 
i 
U,y(dx, , . . . , dx,‘) = 
B I 
y(dx,, . . . , dx,c). 
B-x 
Consequently, if we want stationarity in the sense of Dobrushin and Kel’bert viz. 
(cf. Section 3d) then we require that -yf’” = U,-y;f. But this is precisely condition 
(5.9). Thus we see that this condition, too, arises as a condition on the paths of our 
Markov particles. 
5~. The Markov property for Gaussian jields 
One of the most interesting, and most deeply studied properties of Gaussian fields 
is that of their Markovianess. Unlike the case for regular processes in univariate 
time, the Markov property for measure or function indexed fields is not particularly 
useful. Nevertheless, it is probabilistically intriguing. Furthermore, it is of consider- 
able importance in Physics, since in the transformation of relativistic field theory 
to Euclidean field theory (i.e. to Gaussian fields) one of the axioms of the former 
transforms to an assumption of Markovianess (cf. Nelson (1973)). Consequently, 
it is only the Markov Gaussian fields that are of interest to physicists. 
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That are many different definitions of Markovianess, and they are not all 
equivalent. Albeverio and Hdegh-Krohn (1984) give a detailed discussion, but we 
shall follow the treatment of Dynkin (1980). Firstly, we restrict our attention to 
measure-indexed (A’,‘) fields. We say that a field @ is Markov with respect to two 
sets A, B c lRd if the a-algebras gQ,* and %Q,B are conditionally independent given 
%a,Ar\B, where 9( @, A) = 9Q,A := CT{ Q(w): supp p s A}. (Note that 9,, is not, for 
A closed, the same as the %O,a of Section 3d.) One easily extends this to a general 
Markov property by demanding that for all B c Rd, with smooth enough boundary 
8B and complement B’, @ is Markov with respect to B and B’. It is clear therefore 
why it is more natural to work with measure indexed fields-%,,,, would be empty 
in the function indexed case, for we could generally find no f E Yd with support in 
aB. (A way around this is to base the Markov property on LB@,, instead of sQ,*. 
This leads to a different theory which, when specialised to simple processes on %!I, 
for example, is not the usual Markov theory. cf. Rozanov (1982), Wong and Zakai 
(1986).) 
If we limit our attention, as usual, to Gaussian fields with covariance kernel the 
Green function of a Markov process, then Dynkin (1980) has a very elegant 
characterisation of Markovianess. 
Characterisation. @ has the Markov property on all sets A, B for which it is impossible 
for the associated Markov process to reach A from B without crossing A n B. 
(This result also has a more precise statement-see both Dynkin (1980) and 
Atkinson (1983).) 
We would like to understand this result from our viewpoint. In fact, it will suffice 
if we can see why the condition of the conjecture implies the @f are Markovian. 
This will not, of course, directly imply the Markovianess of Qe itself, nor can it 
ever hope to (the convergence of 0,” to oe is in terms of moments only, and even 
the results of Section 4.c cover only weak convergence, while the Markov property 
is in essence an a.s. statement) but it does provide insight. 
Fix A, and, for the sake of intuition, fix N(A) = A = n in the sum (4.3) defining 
@f(p), which now becomes 
@i(p) = (e/n)“’ f C&(X,). (5.12) 
,=I 
Now we argue more or less heuristically. If the X, have regular enough sample 
paths, then S(@f, A) is related to the excursion u-algebra generated by X = 
(XI,.. . ,X,) while the Xi are in A. Then, calling on rigorous results of Jacobs 
(1978) and Kaspi (1985) one can argue that, again, requiring regular paths, 9( @t, A) 
and 9( @z, A”) should be conditionally independent given 9( @z, aA), since this is 
true of the corresponding excursion a-algebras. But to apply these results the balance 
between regularity of the sample paths of the Xi and 8A must be such that, at very 
least, one can define an additive functional of (X,, . . . , X,) living on aA. Given the 
other assumptions that we have placed on the X,, this means that we require the 
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Xi to be continuous, and so we have a heuristic version of Dynkin’s characterisation 
result. 
Actually, all of this is easiest to see when d = 2, n = 1, and we draw a picture 
(Fig. 5.1). 
Fig. 5.1. Markov 
the leftmost example of Fig. 5.1 the Markov path is continuous, and 
all hitting points of path as, each excursion, between 
all others. Consequently, all the excursions contained 
in B conditionally independent of those in B', and from this follows the Markov 
property of @y. In the rightmost case, the path may never hit aB, and so there is 
no information in SaaB to even attempt to start conditioning. 
Finally, we note that it is tempting to try to push these arguments further, to 
obtain an expression for E{ o,“(p) 1 9;9t,eB } with supp /I E B', as Dynkin (1980) has 
done, in terms of the first hitting time of Xi on dB, conditioning on starting Xi 
according to CL. It is clear how the excursion processes associated with X,, along 
with time reversibility, should be used here, but the calculations involved seem so 
complex that nothing is gained via this approach. Furthermore, questions of com- 
plexity aside, we are extremely doubtful that the above heuristics can be made 
rigorous. 
5d. The free Jield again 
It is instructive to close this section with an almost trivial comment on the free 
field of (3.5), which holds a uniquely central role in both Euclidean field theory 
and Gaussian fields, as the only stationary Markov field. Our question is-what, 
from our point of view, makes this process so special? We known that to build a 
Gaussian field we need Markov paths. If we require the field to be be stationary 
then, as we have already noted, the Green function must satisfy g’(x, y) = g”(x -y). 
This, however, forces the Markov processes to have stationary, independent incre- 
ments. If we furthermore demand Markovianess for the field, then we demand 
continuity for the paths of the Markov particles. There is only one continuous 
process with stationary, independent increments-Brownian motion. Thus we have 
only one way to build the field from Markov paths. The resulting field, as we have 
already seen, is the free field. 
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6. Applications 11: Renormalisation 
In the previous section we used the limit theorems of Section 4 primarily at a 
heuristic level to explain a number of existing results. In this section we shall use 
these theorems in a fully rigorous fashion to motivate, and then prove, new results. 
The central theme of this section comes from the idea of renormalisation techniques, 
which we shall define formally soon. 
6a. Self-similarity for fields 
In Probability Theory, renormalisation is generally (but incorrectly) considered 
to be synonymous with the notion of self-similarity. To make our lives notationally 
easier, we shall restrict our attention in this section to random fields on Yd, in which 
case we call a field @ self-similar of order a iff, for every n > 0 and f E Yd, 
Q(f) =” T@(f) := @(Gf) (6.1) 
where 
;-0x):= Cf(X/T). (6.2) 
This is clearly a scaling phenomenon, and in the Gaussian situation it is compara- 
tively easy to treat, primarily due to the fact that Gaussian fields are determined by 
their covariance kernels and (6.1) has an immediate translation to a condition on 
these. Non-Gaussian fields are somewhat more complex, however, as very often 
one has to work with the full distribution of the field. For the Gaussian case, 
Dobrushin (1979) has shown 
Theorem 6.1. Let CD be a stationary, zero mean, Gaussian random field with spectral 
measure G. Then @ is self-similar of order (Y ifl 
G(A) = T-‘“G(TA), A E CB(Wd\{O}), 7J >o. (6.3) 
As neat as this result is, there are two problems with it. Firstly, it applies only to 
stationary fields. Since both the statement and proof rely on spectral methods, there 
is no clear extension to the non-stationary case. More importantly, however, is that 
it deals with far too narrow a notion of self-similarity. For example, if we take @’ 
to be the free field with mass 8 = m2, and d ~2, then by (3.5) we have that 
rl -2aG(vA) = r]-2”(2~)-d 
I + ,,A;:+, 
dh 
=77 -2a+d-2(27r-d 
)I A ii2+ e/v2 
after the obvious change of variable. If this is to be equal to G(A), so that by 
Theorem 6.1 Qe will be self-similar, we require LY = id - 1, and 8 = 0. The condition 
on 0 is unpleasant, for it implies that only the massless free field is self-similar. 
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From the point of view of Physics this is undesirable, since it is well known that 
all free fields are renormalisable (self-similar) as long as one renormalises mass at 
the same time as renormalising space. That is, we must be allowed to change 0 in 
some fashion. In order to see how to do this, it is most natural to leave the spectral 
setting, and think of Gaussian fields as arising from sums of Markov paths. Thus 
for the remainder of this section, we treat only Gaussian fields whose covariance 
function is also an appropriate Green function. We start by looking at the structure 
of the Markov paths themselves. 
6b. Self-similarity for Markov processes 
Let X, as usual, be a Markov process with initial measure m(dx) = Lebesgue 
measure on Rd. We call Xself-similar with indexp if for every n > 0, X and the process 
$X(t) := &gt) (6.4) 
are identical in distribution, where X is a process (on another probability space) 
which has the same transition probabilities as X but initial measure ndm(dx). 
Note how we have had to change the initial distribution in order to preserve the 
distribution of starting points after scaling X by the factor 77. If we were, for example, 
to start all our processes from zero no such condition would arise. (See Lamperti 
(1972) and Graversen and Vuolle-Apiala (1986) for self-similar Markov processes 
under such a condition.) 
Lemma 6.1. X has transition density p( t; x, y) satisfying 
p(TPPt; x, y) = T$( t; 7)x, vy) for all 77 > 0, t 2 0, 
@it is self-similar of index /?. 
Proof. (i) Suficiency: For A c LBd, 
p’““(s~(?_Bt)~A)=~~~riddx~~,~dyp(?Pt;x,y) 
=L~~ddxL7 
dyv$(t; 7x3 77~) by (6.5) 
= 
I I 
du dup(t; r~, n) 
fad A 
= P”(X(t) E A). 
(ii) Necessity: By self-similarity, 
P{~~(~-%)~A~~~(~-@tO)=~}=P{X(t)~A~X(to)=~}, 
i.e. 
~~-~~,-,O~(xrl-l, T-IA) = J’,-&, A), 
(6.5) 
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where P,(x, A) is the obvious transition probability function. Setting t - I, = s and 
transforming the last equality to a statement about densities gives 
P(PK 4Y) = 77$(s; 7x9 rlY) 
as required. 
Lemma 6.2. Let gs be the Green function of X (and so also of 2). If X is self-similar 
with parameter /3 then for all 17 > 0 
gec4 Y) = Od-pgev-s(TX, WI. (6.6) 
Proof 
I 
co 
P%?x, VY) = p(t; TX, TY) ev(-tWP) dt 
0 
m 
= 77’ e+” I 1-4~7’; 77x3 TY) ds 0 
co 
= .#-d I e-““p(s; x, y) ds by (6.5) 0 
=rl p-dbG, Y), 
from which (6.6) follows trivially. 
As an example is probably in order at this point, the reader might like to check 
for himself that Brownian motion is self-similar with p = 2. Relation (6.6) is most 
easily verified from the Fourier transform representation (3.5) of the Green function. 
Note that whereas Lemma 6.1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
self-similarity, (6.6) is, as it stands, only necessary. If, however, we assume (6.6) 
for all 0 > 0, then it is easy to see that is also sufficient. 
6c. A prologue to renormalisation 
The above shows us that many Markov processes are self similar. It thus seems 
reasonable that if we sum appropriate functionals of these processes then the limiting 
sums-that is, the Gaussian fields and their functionals-should somehow inherit 
this self-similarity. There is, however, one more parameter in this picture that requires 
normalising. Inherent in our construction of Markov functionals was an exponential 
damping factor. In constructing T) OX from X, the time change is compensated for 
via a change of initial measure and a scaling factor. In building functionals on CX 
that will be distributionally equivalent to those on X, we shall also have to com- 
pensate in the damping factor for the different time rates. 
Another way to think of this is to recall, as we noted in Section 2b, that the 
exponential damping is essentially equivalent to exponential killing. From this 
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viewpoint it is clear that when we change the time scale to obtain ;X from X, we 
must also change the rate at which we kill :X. 
We need one more result before we can continue, that relates the distributions 
of functionals of X to those of !X. As one would expect, for the right sort of 
functionals, self-similarity is available. 
Theorem 6.2. Take X a right Markov process with symmetric Green function g’. Let 
-yE JtP*k, kz 1, and dejne zy= y(cu, 7) by 
;y(A) = v-~+~~~(T-IA). (6.7) 
Then, ifX is self-similar with index p, 
F;w,, . . _,xk)q- k(P+d)‘2F~;,~j(X1,. . . , X,), CY = k(d +/3)/2. 
Proof. For notational convenience, we assume that y is absolutely continuous with 
density q(x) on Rdk. The general case is handled, as usual, by passage to the limit. 
Then (6.7) becomes, with (Y = k(d +j?)/2, 
;q(x) = r]-k’d+P)‘*q(X/T) (6.8) 
The first thing we must check is that ;q E JU’~-‘~~; i.e. (;q, tq)eT-8 <CO. But, by (2.10), 
= T 
-Ud+P) q(xlrl)ger)-8(x,y)q(y/~) dx dy by (6.8) 
= 77 
k(d-P) qWge”-Phu, v)du) du du 
= q(u)ge(u, o)q(v) du du by (6.6) 
= (9, de, (6.9) 
which is finite by assumption. Thus Fgi,t, is certainly well-defined. 
The next thing we shall need to know is what happens to Ft(X,, . . . , &) when 
we change the initial distribution of the Xi from m(dx) to ndm(dx). But this is 
clear, for the characterisation (2.11) between Ft and y gives us that 
{F;(X,, . . . , xk), with initial distribution m(dx)} (6.10) 
z{F+,(X,, . . . , X,) with initial distribution ndm(dx)}. 
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Proof. For this result we do not need to explicitly consider the Markov process 
corresponding to g’. In fact, since all fields are mean zero and Gaussian, we need 
only check that covariances match. Thus, take S, h E Yd, set a = (p + d)/2 and note 
E{gVP(f). ;Pq?)} 
= E{ @““-“( ;f) * @““-“( “,h)} 
= “,fWg”“-“(x, _I+ ;h(y) dx dy 
=)7 
-2a+P-d f(xls)g”(xls, yls)h(y/q) dx dy by (6.21, (6.6) 
= f(u)ge(u, u)h(u) du du 
= E{ O”(f). cDB(h)}. 
Thus the covariances do, in fact, match, and the theorem is proven. 
6e. Renormalising functionals of jields 
We now consider the renormalisability of additive functionals of Gaussian fields. 
This, as we noted earlier, is a somewhat more delicate problem than that of the 
renormalisability of the underlying Gaussian fields, because more than just covari- 
ante functions are involved. Nevertheless, since we already know via the results of 
Section 4 and the more general results of Section 8 that all additive functionals of 
Gaussian fields can be approximated by sums of additive functionals, Theorem 6.2 
basically tells us when the former are renormalisable. 
For completeness, however, let us state the following result for the stationary 
case, for which the reader does not yet have to know the results of Section 8. 
Theorem 6.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.3, take a y E *A$,,,,. Define, for 
7’0, ; y as in (6.7). Let lye(y) and ?Peq-‘(ty) be as in (4.4). Then 
Py.“(& TP’eq;y), (Y = k(d +p)/2. (6.13) 
Proof. Firstly, we should check that :-r E *AI~&:~. But since y is symmetric with 
inverse Fourier transform of the right kind, only integrability needs to be checked. 
This, however, is the calculation at (6.9). 
We now divide the proof (unnecessarily) into two parts. Firstly, we assume 
additional integrability conditions on the covariance kernel (Green function) ge of 
the kind given at (7.10). Then Theorems 4.3 and 6.2 immediately give us that the 
momentsof !Pe(y)and V’@(qy) are identical, up to any order that we are prepared 
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to guarantee the integrability Thus we at (6.13), 
of moments not equivalence distribution. 
To a full of (6.13) need to to the convergence result 
Theorem 4.4. is easy check that result of 6.2 is true if 
Xi appearing are replaced the 2; Section 4.~. only thing 
requires checking what the of initial from m(dx) qdm(dx) 
implies the model Section 4c. must be is to each process 
according to uniform distribution the cube := {x IWd: ni 15 7x; ni, 
i 1,. . . , d}.) 
With this extended version of Theorem 6.2, the proof now follows immediately 
from Theorem 4.4. 
In the terminology of normalisation parameters, we have 
Corollary. lye(y) is renormalisable for the pair (k(d +p)/2, p). 
Proof. Compare the definition (6.12) with the result (6.13) and the definition (6.7) 
of the renormalised ‘y. 
7. Proofs of moment convergence 
In this section we shall prove the moment limit theorems of Section 4.b. In essence, 
we shall give only a partial proof of Theorem 4.3, which will include full proofs of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The latter, recall, treat only convergence to the Gaussian 
limit. Our treatment of Theorem 4.3 will cover only the case in which the integral 
(4.4) defining the functional ?P; is two-dimensional; i.e. k = 2. (Or, equivalently, if 
the FT of (4.5) is defined on only two Xi at a time.) The reason for this lack of 
completeness is basically a desire to avoid large scale algebra. The elements of a 
general proof of Theorem 4.3 are already all in play in this special case. For comments 
on how the general proof works, see the remark at the end of this section. 
At this stage, to make life a little easier still, we note the obvious fact (e.g. Reed 
and Simon (1972, p. 51)) that linear combinations of functions of the form 
fob,, . . . 3 Xk) =f(x,) . * -fcQ>, f E ~iP3 (7.1) 
are dense in %‘&, and linear combinations of measures of the form 
yo(dx,, 
Theorems 
of Section 4 for f. and y0 of the form (7.1) and (7.2) respectively. 
We start by noting, as an aside, that there is one thing rather special about the 
two-dimensional case, as noted in the following lemma. (The result of the lemma 
is nor true for k > 2.) 
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Lemma 7.1. For f E 9, and y E *Alf$,,,,, the moments of a@“(f) +p?P”( y), cq p E R, 
determine the joint distribution of Q"(f) and !Py”( y). 
Proof. By Feller (1971, Problem 15.21), for example, the joint distribution is deter- 
mined by the mixed moments if, for some u > 0, 
lim II-00 
E{IXI”I<a: 
u”n ! 
3 (7.3) 
with X = Q”(f) or V’(y). But standard results on multiple Wiener-It0 integrals 
(e.g. Major (1981, p. 119)) tell us that the n-th moment of a k-fold integral is of 
order exp[(k/2)n log n + O(n)]. Since Qe and Ve correspond to k = 1 and k = 2, 
condition (7.3) is satisfied, and we are done. 
We now turn to calculating the mixed moments of the lemma, for which we shall 
need certain Feynman diagrams. The diagrams that will suffice for our purposes 
consist of a set of uertices, labelled 1,. . . , m, and legs labelled (i, j), j = 1,. . . , ki, 
which belong to the i-th vertex. We shall require only the cases ki = 1 or 2. A 
diagram, denoted by ( kl , . . . , k,) is formed by pairing all the legs in such a way 
that the legs in each pair belong to different vertices.Figure 7.1 shows the two unique 
(up to permutations of legs belonging to a given vertex, or of like vertices among 
themselves) diagrams for (1, 1,2,2). (Note, that in the notation of Major (1981) 
and Dobrushin (1979) we consider only what they call the complete diagrams.) Note 
that in general there are K = k, +. * * + k, legs, and so K/2 pairs. 
/Y / ---- , 2 9 
2 -’ 
I 
y <L-_I> 4 > 4 2 -___ 
Fig. 7.1. The two diagrams for (1,1,2,2). The broken lines represent bonds, the heavy lines represent legs. 
We can now turn to the moments of aoe +ply’. Clearly, it will suffice to find an 
expression for 
=E NJ j(h)Z&dh) m. f 1 [JJ 
n--m 
~(hl)~(Az)z,B(dA,)z,B(dh,) , 1 I 
(7.4) 
forn=1,2 ,..., m=O,l,..., n. But this is now easy, for prepared formulae for the 
expectation of moments of Wiener-It0 integrals already exist. To present them, let 
T(n, m) be the collection of all n-vertex Feynman diagrams for which the first m 
vertices have only one leg, and the remaining n-m vertices two legs each. Since 
there are m + 2(n - m) = 2n - m legs, and so n -4m bonds, m must be even. 
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We number the legs by an index (Y, cy = 1,. . . , 2n -m, and denote a bond by a 
pair (a,, az). (Clearly, not all 2-tuples are possible.) Let A be the set of LY for which 
the a-th leg comes from a 2-leg vertex. Define 
1, b?N12GeW), a, P E A, rmp = (7.5) 
J %@YA)G%W, LYEA, PEA= 
\ or (YEA’, PEA. 
Note that in the third case the various symmetry requirements give us that rua is 
also given by 
J ?(A)&A)G’(dA) = +(-A)_?(A)Ge(dA). J (7.6) 
We can now state 
Lemma 7.2. For f c 9, and y E *JU$&,, n 2 1, m = 0,2, . . . ,2[n/2], 
EU@“(f)l”[ ~B(Y)l”-mI = 2”-” c rqp, . . . r(lqpq (7.7) 
where the sum is taken over all diagrams in T(n, m), and q = n -sm. For m odd, the 
mixed moment is zero. 
Proof. All the hard work has already been done, in setting up the notation. The 
Lemma is a straightforward special case of Corollary 5.4 of Major (1981). 
Before we can finally turn to the proof of Theorem 4.3, we need some information 
on the moments of functionals of Markov processes. 
Lemma 7.3. Let X be a Markov process as in Section 2, and y, , y2 E Jlee,‘. Then 
JW’;,WF;,(W) = 0-l 
J 
y,(dxkf(x, yh(dy) 
= @-YY, I Y2)s. 
In particular, 
WJF~(X)J*l = o-l(~V y>e. 
(7.8) 
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Lemma 7.4. Let X be a Markovprocess as in Section 2, and y E Alex’. Then, E{ Fz( X)} = 
-y(Rd)/O, and for n 2 2, 
E{[F;WI”I 
(n-l)! =p . . . 
e i I 
g +yx,, x2) . . . d%,--l, xn)r(dx,) . * * y(k) 
&T.2 
e 
d%,, ~2) . . .ge(xn-l, x,)y(dx,) . . . d&J. (7.9) 
Both of these lemmas are of the same form as Theorem 5.2 of Dynkin (1984), 
where similar moments are calculated, albeit for a slightly different class of processes 
and functionals. It is a straightforward, although tedious, exercise to follow through 
Dynkin’s calculations to obtain the lemmas. 
We shall also require 
Lemma 7.5. Let X be a Markov process as in Section 2, and yz E ~U/Us8;2& such that 
yz(dxl, dxJ = y,(dx,)y,(dx,) with y, E AeV1. If Ft, and FT, are the corresponding 
additive functionals, then 
F;,(X,, W = F;,W,)F;,W,). 
Proof. In the notation of (2.13)-(2.14), we have 
Ux,, x,Mdx,, dx,) = A%, dxz) 
= Y,(dxAx(dxJ 
= h,(xl)h,(x2)r:(dxl)r;(dx~). 
for some finite r:. Thus, with 6 = (6,) 6,), 
h,(x,, xdb;,,&, , ~2) 
= h(xl)h(xZ) 
I 
e- e(61+s2)~&1, Y,)Ps&, yz)A(dy,)y;(dyz) 
= h,(x,)b;,,&,). h,h)b;,,dx,). 
Applying the above equivalences to the defining form for the Fz, establishes the 
Lemma. 
We can now finally turn to the 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 for the case k = 2. Implicit in the statement of Theorem 4.3 is 
an assumption of the finiteness of the moments of !Pz, which in the light of Lemma 
7.4, we can guarantee by assuming that 
y(lRd) <co, 
I I 
. . . gebl 9 XL!) . . . ge(x,--l, xn)r(dx,). * * y(dxn)<~; 
(7.10) 
the latter for all n 2 2. We therefore now assume this. 
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We commence by noting that by (7.1), (7.2), and the comments there, we need 
only prove convergence of the mixed moments for y2 E *A$:,,, which are of the 
form y x ‘y, with y E *.A,“;‘,,. 
To make life notationally easier, let us write the field Of(f) of (4.1) in the form 
O!(y,) of (4.3), where y, = -yr(f) is defined by y,(A) =jAf(x) dx, and we have 
y, E Jt’tO,‘. Consequently, we are interested in studying the mixed moments of 
(@i(y,), Pf(y2)), with yr E AO,’ and yz E *.&5”;5,, and of product form. We have, 
for nal, mCn, A>O, 
E{r @xYJl”II e(Y*)l”-mI 
1[ 
N(A) = E (e/A)“’ 1 aiF;, 
i=, 1 [ m. (B/A) 
n-m cc uju,cF$,(Xj, Xk) 
IGj<kSN(h) 1 I 
= 2 m-n(~/h)n-r/*m Ng2!.I$_! C’E{+‘(i, j, k)I. E{nF(i, j, k)I, (7.11) 
where i=(i,, . . . , i,,,), j= (jl,. . . ,jn-,), k=(k,, . . . , k,-,), 
T”(i, j, k) = Ui, . . . Ui,nU,, . . . uj,,_,,uk, . . . uk,_,,, 
vr’(i, j, k) = Ft,(Xi,) . . . F~,(X;,,,)F~,(Xj,, xk,) . . . F~,(Xj,,__, xkn-m) 
= F;,(X,,) . . . F~,(Xi,,,)F~(X,,) . * . F~(xj,,_,,,)F~(Xk,) . . . FT(Xk,,-sva) 
(the last equality following from Lemma 7.5), and the sum 1’ in (7.11) is over all 
i, j, k with components in (1,. . . , N} such that j, # k,, a = 1,. . . , n - m. 
Consider the expectation of the product n”(i, j, k). This is clearly zero, unless 
each a, appears an even number of times among the 2n - m u’s. Thus, if m is odd, 
the mixed moment is zero, as is, by Lemma 7.2, the mixed moment of @’ and ?Ps. 
Henceforth, therefore, we assume m is even. 
We now consider those configurations (i, j, k) composed only of q = n - m/2 
different indices, (aI, . . . , CQ), each LY, appearing precisely twice. Then, clearly, 
T”(i, j, k)= fi ~2,~ = 1. 
u=, 
(7.12) 
Consider the corresponding r’(i, j, k), appearing in (7.11). To each uf, in (7.12) 
we can associate a term raw coming from the expectation of the product of two 
functionals of X0_, according to the following rules (cf. Lemma 7.3). If (Y = ib = j,, 
or (Y = i, = kb, then 
r, = JV;,(X,JF;(X,J = ~-‘(YI, r>e. 
If cr = i, = ib, then 
(7.13) 
r, = JW;,(X,~)F;,K,~)I = e-‘(~, , Y,)o. (7.14) 
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If Ly =j, =j,, or (Y = j, = kb, or a = k, = kb, then 
(7.15) 
Consequently, still in the case of precisely q different indices, the expectations 
of the rrF terms in (7.11) depend only on the patterns formed among the indices, 
and not on the indices themselves. Now note that we could choose ((Y, . . . , aq) 
from (I,..., N) in (N!)/((N- q)!) different ways, so that we have 
+ other terms 
= 2”-” C’ eqE{ nF( i, j, k)} + other terms, (7.16) 
where the sum is over all the (i, j, k) of (7.11) of the paired form discussed above. 
The “other terms” come from choosing q’ < q different indices ((Y, . . . , a,,), so that 
some of the ui appear 2p times, p > 1. These terms are asymptotically negligible, 
since under (7.10) boundedness of the moments of FcI and Ft (Lemma 7.4) 
guarantee that the (q - 1) “other terms” are of order 
m e-"AN N! -. 
Nzq’ N! (N-q’)! 
A -9 = *-(q-q’) + 0 as A+co. 
Thus it remains for us to consider the A-independent expression 
2”-” C’ OqE{nF(i, j, k)}. (7.17) 
This is clearly expressible in terms of the r, of (7.13)-(7.15). Now recall the initial 
definition of y, in terms ofS, to note that if Ge is the Fourier transform of ge then: 
That is, the r,‘s of (7.13)-(7.15) correspond to the rep’s of (7.5), modulo a factor 
of 8. Furthermore, we can write the sum in (7.17) as a sum over Feynman diagrams 
T(n, m), in which the m single-leg vertices correspond to indices in i, and the n - rn 
double-leg vertices correspond to indices in j and k. Thus, since the factors of 0 
cancel nicely, we have that (7.17) is precisely (7.7). That is, the mixed moments of 
@z(f) and P,“(y2) converge to those of Q”(f) and !Pe(y2). This completes the proof. 
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The case k > 2. Essentially the same proof as the above works also in the general 
case, the only real difference being that more complicated Feynman diagrams are 
required. Wolpert (1978b) actually treated the situation k 3 2 for the special case 
of X Brownian motion in R*, and the additive functional of the limiting field a 
Wick power. Note, however, that for k > 2 the moments of Gaussian functionals 
do not determine their distributions, and so no convergence in distribution result 
can be obtained this way, even if we were to start with a probability measure akin 
to that of Section 4c. 
We conclude this section with the 
Proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Both of these results are now trivial consequences 
of Theorem 4.3, obtained by restricting the results on joint moments to results on 
those of 0,” and @’ alone. 
8. A general limit theorem 
In this, essentially final, section we shall formulate and prove a more general 
result than Theorem 4.4, the one result still unproven. The motivation for, and 
intuitive appeal of this result is as for the earlier ones. Having seen how the arguments 
of Sections 5 and 6 apply to the Theorems of Section 4, the reader who has got this 
far will see how they also apply in the most general situation. 
In order to set up this general result, we shall need a theory of multiple Wiener 
integrals somewhat more general than that of Section 3. We thus recall such a theory, 
due to Dynkin and Mandelbaum (1983), that has its roots in Neveu (1968). We 
follow Mandelbaum and Taqqu (1984) most closely. 
8,. Wiener integrals on an arbitrary space 
Let (0, CA’, V) be an arbitrary measure space, and define a Gaussian process Z, 
on Y2( V) with zero mean and covariance 
~{Z,(f,)Z,Wl= 4fZJ := I h(x>_Mx)4dx). 
R 
If we consider the subfamily 
{W(B)=Z,(I.), BE%, dB)<a’) 
as a Wiener process on fi, then I, can be written symbolically as 
(8.1) 
ZI(f) = f(x) W(dx). 
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Now write 2, = U&,,,( v x . . . x v) for the space of symmetric functions 
hk(x,, . . , xk) for which 
uk(h;) = 
I 
h;(x,, . . . , Xk)Z’(dX,) . . . V(dXk) <a. 
The multiple Wiener integral of order k is a linear mapping Ik from %k into the 
space of random variables which are functionals of the Gaussian family I,(j). The 
mapping is defined uniquely by conditions A and B following: 
(A) For functions of the form 
hf,(x,,.. . , xk) =f(x,) ’ * .f(Xk), fe z2(v) (8.2) 
we have 
Idhi) = (df2))k'2Hk (8.3) 
where Hk is the Hermite polynomial of degree k with leading coefficient 1. 
(B) For hk E %k, 
P[L;(hk)] = k!vk(h:). 
Again, symbolically, it makes sense to write 
Lk(hk) = 
I I 
. . . hk(X,, . . . , Xk) W(dX,) * * . W(dXk). 
R R 
It is important to note for later use that the linear combinations of functions satisfying 
(8.2) are dense in Xk, and so their integrals are dense in the space of all integrals. 
8b. A general limit theorem 
The following theorem follows from Theorem 2 of Dynkin and Mandelbaum 
(1983). 
Theorem 8.1. Let X1, X2, . . . be independent and identically distributed random vari- 
ables taking values in (0, .93), and with distribution V. For A > 0 let Nh be a Poisson 
variable with mean A, independent of the Xi. For k = 1,2,. . . , take hk E %k and let 
Lk( hk) be its multiple Wiener integral as in the previous subsection. Lf 
ki?, i E{h:W,, .. . , xk)}<co, (8.4) 
and 
E{hk(X,,...,Xk--l,Xk)}= hk(X,,...,Xk--I,Y)v(dY)=O, J R (8.5) 
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then the random variables 
Z,(h,, hz...):= ; A--k’2C hk(Xi,,. . . ,X,,), (8.6) 
k=l 
theinnersumover lCi,<i,<.-*<ikGNA, converge in distribution, as A + 00, to 
02 1 
Z(hl, h, . . .):= c &(h,). 
k=, K! 
As noted, an elegant proof of this powerful result can be found in Dynkin and 
Mandelbaum (1983). In Mandelbaum and Taqqu (1984) the result is extended to 
an invariance principle. 
Now let us consider a special case of Theorem 8.1. Let ?? be an infinite collection 
of right Markov processes and their signs of the kind described in Section 4c, with 
symmetric Green function ge. Let R = ((i@)u+x{-1, l})“d (where Z, denotes the 
set of all d-dimensional, integer valued multi-indices) be the path space of 2, and 
Y the (probability) measure the process induces on a. For k Z 1, and yk E JYS”;“~, 
let Fr, be the corresponding functional (as in Section 4c) of k independent copies 
of 2. Then, in the above notation, F;, E SYk, and so the multiple Wiener integral 
I,(Ft,) is well defined. Since there is a one-one correspondence between functionals 
zk(FtL> and the pair (yk, e), we save on IIOtatiOn by Setting 
zk(‘Yk, 0) = zk<F;,,- (8.7) 
Let NA be as in Theorem 8.1, and z,,zz ,..., i.i.d. copies of 2. We have, as an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1, and the fact that E{(Fz,)*} = Owk(yk, yk)e, 
Theorem 8.2. For yk E A$&,, satisfying 
kE, $&k> YkYk)ecm 
the sum 
03.8) 
k=l 
converges in distribution, as A -+ ~0, to 
This result incorporates Theorem 4.4, as we shall prove in a moment. It is 
considerably more general, in that fewer restrictions are placed on the yk. The 
restrictions there, that yk E *.MSB;k,,,, were placed primarily to permit easy iden- 
tification of the limit as a simple Wiener-It0 integral. In the more general result 
above, it is not quite as clear what the zk(yk, 6) are. 
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We shall now show how to apply Theorem 8.2 to obtain a proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We have to prove convergence of the pair <&,,“(_I), @f(y)) of 
Section 4c to the pair (Q”(S), V”(y)) of Section 3 and (4.4). The restrictions of 
Theorem 4.4 placed f in Y(g’), and y in *A/Z&,,. 
Firstly, to make comparisons easier, affix a suffix k to y: i.e. yk = y. Now use 
yr = y,(f) to denote the measure in .A’,’ with density J: Then, comparing (4.1), (4.5) 
and (4.7) with the definition of an additive functional in Section 2, it is immediate 
that we have 
&cn = @(n(f)). 
Consequently, by Theorem 8.2 and the Cramer-Wold device, we have that 
<@(n, +Z(Y~)) converge in distribution to some pair (@“I,, 
(ok”/ k!)Z,( yk, 0)). We need only check that this is, distributionally, the right pair. 
We know that Zr( a) is Gaussian, with zero mean. Its covariance function is given, 
for Z.L,, p2 E A”‘, by 
E{~,(P,)~,(P~))= EW;,F:,) 
= 0-1 
II 
/hWge(x, y)l*.2(dy). 
(cf. Lemma 7.3). Since yr has density J; the last integral leads to var(Z,( y,)) = 
0-‘jjf(x)g”(x, y)f(y) dx dy, and so ZI( yr) =“0-1’2@e(f). To complete the proof, 
we consider yk E *&f&,, of the form 
Yk(dXlr..-, dXk)= y(dx,) *. * Y(dXk), ~E*J#$,,,,. 
The linear combinations of such yk are dense in *JU$&,, and so it will suffice to 
consider them. We have 
(8.9) 
by (8.3). But, since the equivalence between I, and @’ has already been established, 
and y E *&/bl,e;lmm we have 
II(F;) 2 e-1’2 
I 
?(A )&e(dh ), (8.10) 
via the Wiener-It0 integrals of Section 3. Now apply Ito’s lemma (e.g. Major (1981, 
p. 30)) to (8.9) via (8.10) to obtain 
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Thus 
?(A,). 3 .~(A,)Z,~(dh,) . . .2&d&) 
by (4.4). Furthermore, the above argument also establishes that the joint distribution 
of the limit variables is the correct one, so we are done. 
Remark. It is worthwhile to note, explicitly, that Theorem 8.1 cannot be applied to 
the set-up of Markov processes on an infinite measure space, so as to obtain for 
them a result analogous to Theorem 8.2. The restriction in the statement of Theorem 
8.2 that v be a distribution is necessary, even though the definition in Section 8a 
of Wiener integrals did not require the v appearing there to be even finite. 
9. Concluding comments 
Some comments on what we have not done: 
1. lIthe connection with Physics. Throughout the paper we have made numerous 
references to Euclidean quantum field theory, without every being really precise. 
This was to avoid trebling (at least) the length of an already overlong paper. The 
reader now interested enough to find out more about this could start with Glimm 
and Jaffe (1982). 
2. The discrete case. We have not considered lattice indexed Gaussian fields. It 
is clear that this could be done by representing them as the sum of random walks 
on the lattice, rather than the more general Markov processes we have considered. 
Some of these results could be obtained from ours by using the “discretization” 
trick of Dobrushin (1979). This, however, would be like using a sledgehammer to 
kill the proverbial ant, since a direct approach would be very simple. For an idea 
of how this might go, see Williams (1973), Spitzer (1974), Kunsch (1979), or Dynkin 
(1983). 
3. No transition density. Not every Markov process has a transition density, nor 
does every Gaussian field have a covariance functional that can be written via a 
kernel. In the more general case, Dynkin’s theory of additive functionals (Section 
2) based on the Green function and symmetry could be replaced by a theory based 
on the resolvent operator and duality (cf Dynkin (1982) and Getoor and Sharpe 
(1985)), and so a more general class of Gaussian fields considered. Since no new 
insight would be forthcoming, while a lot of very difficult mathematics would, we 
shall leave this to others. 
Some comments on what we have done but have not included: 
1. Limit theorems for Brownian sheets. Imagine replacing the Markov processes 
of this paper by simple, real valued, Brownain sheets, and then carrying out a similar 
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analysis of functionals, limit theorems, etc. This has been done in Epstein (1987), 
motivated by recent developments in String Theory in Mathematical Physics. 
2. Interacting particle systems. Although we have often talked about interactions 
between our elementary particles, we have not showed how to use these interactions 
to build interesting stochastic models in which interaction is either encouraged or 
penalised. This is done in Adler (1987). 
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